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Subadditive stochastic processes were first given a mathematical formula
tion by J. M. Hammersley and D. J. A. Welsh in 1965 in a paper on first passage 
percolation problems [8]. They developed a convergence theory for these pro
cesses, but their results were rather incomplete. In [10] J. F. C. Kingman modi
fied the definition slightly as follows: Let (£2, B, P) be a probability space. 
Fmw(co), m <n nonnegative integers, is called a stationary subadditive process 
with finite time constant if there exists a measure-preserving transformation T 
which maps £2 onto Q, such that 

(0 ym + i,« + i(w) = Ym,n(T^ f o r all co E lî, m < n, 
00 ^o,m+*M < >o,m(") + Y»,n(Tmu) for all co G n, m, n > 1, 
(iii) Y0n(co) GLl(Çl, B, P) and E(Y0n(œ)) >-An for some positive 

constant A, n > 1. 
The time constant y is defined by 

E(F0)„(co)) E(iyn(co)) 
y _ y m — i n f - o o < y < oo. 

In making this definition, Kingman noted that all of the examples considered by 
Hammersley and Welsh, in fact, satisfy this modified form. Of course, one can 
construct examples of subadditive processes in the sense of Hammersley and 
Welsh which are not subadditive processes in the sense of Kingman, but the exam
ples tend to be contrived. 

Using this definition, Professor Kingman was able to obtain an almost every
where convergence theorem corresponding to Birkhoff's ergodic theorem; 
YQ n(co)/n converges a.e. Kingman's proof is interesting because it yields a de
composition of a subadditive process with time constant y as the sum of a sta
tionary additive process and a nonnegative, stationary, subadditive process with 
time constant 0. However, the proof is very complicated, using various weak 
compactness arguments and sophisticated results of Yosida and Hewitt on purely 
finitely additive set functions. Burkholder was able to simplify the argument 
some [11], but he still needed the very esoteric theorem of Komlós. 

This paper gives a more direct proof utilizing upcrossing techniques yield
ing an upcrossing inequality similar to that of J. Doob for martingales. The 
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method of argument is due to E. Bishop. The idea is to count the number of 
upcrossings and then downcrossings of two planes in 3-space by a process which 
is closely related to the process YQn(co)ln. The counting procedure is intimately 
related to the stationarity of the process. And, in the space with coordinates 
given by (u, v, z), the planes are given by z = vb - ua and z = va - ub, a < b 
GR. 

THEOREM. Let (£2, B, P) be a probability space. Let Ymn(œ) be a sta
tionary subadditive stochastic process with finite time constant. Let a < b G R. 
Define 

WN(CJ) = max{n\0<u1 <vx < , . . . , <un<vn<N, 

v,b - u,.a < Yu „ (GO) 1 < i < n, and 
i i upui 

Under these assumptions, 

$nWN(o>)dP< --L-Jn(y0 l M - a ) + d P . 

Using this theorem, it is not too dificult to prove the result of Kingman: 

COROLLARY. If (£2, B, P) is a probability space, and Ymn(co) is a sta
tionary subadditive process with finite time constant 7, then there exists a ran-
dom variable Y(00) such that Y0 n(co)/n converges almost everywhere to F(co), 
and E(Y(co)) = 7. 

The method of proof for the corollary consists of showing that 

jpjcollim inf Y0(cS)ln < a < b < lim sup Y0(cj)/n\ = 0. 

Other than the theorem, the only property used is that if P(B) > 0 for some set 
B, then up to a set of measure zero, \J^=jT

k{B) = U/cez^C0)-
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